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ON THE UNIQUENESS OF ASYMPTOTIC LIMITS OF THE RICCI
FLOW
ANTONIO G. ACHE
Abstract. We consider a normalization of the Ricci flow on a closed Riemannian
manifold given by the evolution equation ∂tg(t) = −2(Ric(g(t))−
1
2τ
g(t)) where τ
is a fixed positive number. Assuming that a solution for this equation exists for all
time, and that the full curvature tensor and the diameter of the manifold are both
uniformly bounded along the flow, we prove that up to the action of a 1-parameter
family of diffeomorphisms, the flow converges to a unique shrinking gradient Ricci
soliton using an idea of Sun and Wang developed in [SW12] to study the stabil-
ity of the Ka¨ler Ricci flow near a Ka¨hler-Einstein metric. The method in [SW12]
relies on the monotonicity of the Ricci flow along Perelman’s W-functional and a
 Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality for the µ-functional. Our result is an extension of the
main theorem in [Ses06], where convergence to a unique soliton is proved assum-
ing that the solution of the normalized Ricci flow in consideration is sequentially
convergent to a soliton which satisfies a certain integrability condition.
1. Introduction
Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold, let τ > 0 be a fixed number and let
g(t) be a solution of the normalized Ricci flow{
∂tgij = −2(Rij −
1
2τ
gij),
g0 = g.
(1.1)
Note that equation (1.1) is equivalent after a rescaling and a reparametrization to the
Ricci flow. Assume in addition the following
(1) The flow exists for all time t ≥ 0,
(2) ‖Rm‖C0(M) is uniformly bounded along the flow,
(3) The diameter of (M, g(t)) (denoted by diam(M, g(t))) is uniformly bounded
in t ≥ 0.
It was proved in [Ses06] that under assumptions (1), (2) and (3), solutions of (1.1)
are sequentially convergent to compact shrinking gradient Ricci solitons, i.e., for every
sequence {ti} of times with ti ր ∞, there exists a subsequence {t
′
i} such that g(t
′
i)
converges to a compact shrinking gradient Ricci soliton g0 in C
k,γ for any k > 1.
More precisely, when we say that g0 is a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton, we mean
that it satisfies
Ric(g0) +∇
2f0 −
1
2τ
g0 = 0,(1.2)
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for some smooth function f0. In this case we say that g0 is a sequential limit of (1.1).
An important question derived from the above mentioned result is whether the Ricci
flow converges (at least up to the action of a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms)
to a soliton at a definite rate and not just sequentially. This question was answered
in the affirmative in [Ses06] assuming that one of the sequential limits g0 satisfies
a certain integrability condition. In the interest of brevity, we will only define this
integrability condition in the Einstein case
Definition 1.1 (Integrability in the Einstein case). Let g0 satisfy Ric(g0) =
1
2τ
g0.
Let {gs} be a path of metrics with gs
∣∣
s=0
= g0 and
d
ds
gs
∣∣
s=0
= h. We say that g0 is
integrable if every solution h of the linearized deformation equation
d
ds
(Ric(gs)−
1
2τ
gs)
∣∣
s=0
= 0,
can be obtained from a path of metrics gs satisfying
Ric(gs)−
1
2τ
gs = 0.
In the Einstein case, the integrability condition means roughly speaking that the
set of Einstein metrics has a Banach manifold structure near the metric g0. The main
result proved in [Ses06] is the following
Theorem 1.2 ([Ses06]). Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension
n ≥ 3 and let g(t) be a solution of the normalized Ricci flow (1.1) starting at g which
exists for all t ≥ 0. Assume also that both ‖Rm(g(t))‖C0(M) and diam(M, g(t)) are
uniformly bounded along the flow. If one sequential limit of g(t) is integrable, then
there exists t0 > 0, a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms φt and a unique compact
shrinking gradient Ricci soliton g0 (unique up to diffeomorphisms) such that one has
‖φ∗tg(t)− g0‖Ck,γ
g(t)
≤ Ce−δt,
for some positive constants δ and C and for any k ≥ 1 and 0 < γ < 1.
In this paper we prove that the integrability condition in Theorem 1.2 is not needed
to obtain convergence of solutions of (1.1) to a unique soliton. However, our proof
only allows us to conclude that the convergence of g(t) to a soliton is in general only
polynomial in time and not exponential in time as in Theorem 1.2. Our main result
is the following
Theorem 1.3. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n ≥ 3
and suppose that (1.1) has a solution g(t) which exists for all t ≥ 0. Assume also
that both ‖Rm(g(t))‖C0(M) and diam(M, g(t)) are uniformly bounded along the flow.
Then, there exists a compact shrinking gradient Ricci soliton g0, a number T > 0 and
a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms {φt} such that for t ≥ T
‖φ∗tg(t)− g0‖Ck,γ
g(t)
(M) ≤ C(t− T )
−β,
where C, β are positive constants independent of t. Moreover, the soliton g0 is unique
up to diffeomorphisms.
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For the proof of Theorem 1.3 we use a method developed in [SW12] which relies
on the observation that the W-functional introduced by Perelman in [Per02] is non-
decreasing along the Ricci flow and that the µ functional (also introduced in [Per02])
satisfies a  Lojasiewicz-Simon type inequality for metrics which are sufficiently close to
a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton. The method in [SW12] is at the same time based
on ideas developed in [Sim83] where several unique asymptotic limit theorems for a
class of nonlinear evolution equations are proved and where the  Lojasiewicz-Simon
inequality was first derived. On the other hand, the proof of the uniqueness part in
Theorem 1.2 is based on an argument used in [CT94] to prove uniqueness of tangent
cones at infinity for complete Ricci flat manifolds with Euclidean volume growth and
quadratic curvature decay at infinity. In the same way that it is assumed in Theo-
rem 1.2 that one of the limiting solitons is integrable, the main uniqueness result in
[CT94] assumes that one Ricci-flat tangent cone satisfies a certain integrability con-
dition. Even though the results in [CT94] were to a certain extent also inspired by
those in [Sim83], no  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality was known for the problem studied
in [CT94] and hence the need of an integrability condition. In the next section we
will make clear what we mean by  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality and we will give a
brief explanation of its use in our proof.
1.1. Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.3. In [Per02], it was shown that the Ricci
flow (and consequently a flow like (1.1)) can be thought of as the gradient flow of a
functional called the W-functional whose critical points are precisely the shrinking
gradient Ricci solitons. The W-functional is defined explicitly as
W(g, f, τ) =
∫
M
[
τ
(
|∇f |2 +Rg
)
+ (f − n)
]
(4πτ)−n/2e−fdVg,(1.3)
where f is a smooth function defined onM and τ > 0 is a real number. An important
fact aboutW is that it provides us with a monotonicity formula along the Ricci flow.
More precisely, if we consider the coupled system
∂tg(t) = −2(Ric(g(t)) +∇
2f(t)−
1
2τ
g),
∂tft = −∆ft −Rg(t) −
n
2τ
,
while keeping τ fixed we obtain
∂tW(g(t), ft, τ) = 2τ
∫
M
∣∣∣∣Ric(g(t))−∇2ft − 12τ g(t)
∣∣∣∣
2
g(t)
(4πτ)−n/2e−ftdVg(t).(1.4)
From equation (1.4) we conclude that if ∂tW(g(t), ft, τ) = 0, then g(t) is a shrinking
gradient Ricci soliton. In fact, if we fix τ and let (g0, f0) satisfy (1.2) then (f0, g0) is a
critical point of the map (g, f)→W(g, f, τ). If we let {ψt}t≥0 be the flow generated
by the time-dependent vector field −∇ft then the metric ψ∗t g(t) is a solution of the
normalized Ricci flow (1.1). With this in mind, we would like to reduce the proof of
Theorem 1.3 to the proof of the following result in the theory of ordinary differential
equations
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Theorem 1.4 (See [Sim96]). Let ξ(t) ∈ Rn be a C1 solution in t ∈ [0,∞) of the
equation
ξ˙(t) = −∇f(ξ(t)),(1.5)
where f : Rn → R is real analytic. Then ξ0 = limt→∞ ξ(t) exists and for some β > 0
we have
|ξ(t)− ξ0| = O(t
−β), t→∞.(1.6)
Furthermore, ξ0 is a critical point of f .
Note that solutions of equation (1.5) satisfy an obvious monotonicity property,
namely that f(ξ(t)) is non-increasing in t since ξ(t) is evolving in the direction of
“steepest descent” for f . The reason why the difference ξ(t) − ξ0 in (1.6) decays at
a definite rate as t tends to infinity is because in this case the function f satisfies
the  Lojasiewicz inequality, a result which states that if f : Rn → R is real analytic
and y is a critical point of f then there exists a number α ∈ (0, 1) such that for x
sufficiently close to y we have
|f(x)− f(y)|1−
α
2 ≤ C|∇f(x)|,(1.7)
where C is a positive constant independent of x. Even though the classical  Lojasiewicz
inequality was proved for functions in Rn, it was shown by Leon Simon in [Sim83]
that a similar inequality holds in several infinite-dimensional settings. In many of
the variational problems studied by Simon, he considered functionals which where
strictly convex and real analytic. The general formulation of the infinite-dimensional
 Lojasiewicz inequality in [Sim83] is as follows: let E be a functional defined by
E(u) =
∫
M
E(x, u(x),∇u(x))dvol,(1.8)
where the function E(x, y, z) is real analytic in (x, y). Let ∇E(u) be the gradient or
differential of E at u and assume that u0 is a critical point of E , i.e., ∇E(u0) = 0.
If the second variation of E at u0 is elliptic (which holds under suitable convexity
assumptions on the integrand E), then there exists a number α ∈ (0, 1) such that for
u sufficiently close to u0 in C
2(M) we have
|E(u)− E(u0)|
1−α
2 ≤ C‖∇E(u)‖L2(M),(1.9)
where C is a positive constant that does not depend on u. Inequality (1.9) is some-
times called  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality and its proof is based on a method called
the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction which allows us to reduce the infinite dimensional
case to the classical  Lojasiewicz inequality (1.7). Note however, that in principle the
W functional does not fit into this framework because it is invariant under diffeo-
morphisms that act simultaneously on g and f and this prevents the functional from
being strictly convex. Even if we were able to deal with this difficulty, for example by
means of a gauge-fixing approach, the analysis of the W functional along the Ricci
flow is complicated by the fact that we have to consider not only an evolution equa-
tion on the metric but also the evolution of a function that satisfies a backward heat
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equation. An alternative approach is to consider another functional introduced by
Perelman called the µ-functional, which is defined by
µ(g, τ) = inf
{f :
∫
M 4(πτ)
−n/2dVg=1}
{W(g, f, τ)}.(1.10)
Perelman proved in [Per02] that the infimum in (1.10) is always attained by a smooth
function. The µ-functional also plays an important role in controlling the soliton
behavior of a metric along the Ricci flow but the consideration of (1.10) for our
asymptotic limit problem introduces many technical difficulties. One important issue
is that even though we know that a smooth minimizer f always exists, it is not clear
in general how this minimizer depends on the metric or even if it is unique for a
given g. This could create difficulties for computing the first and second variations
of the functional g → µ(g, τ) and for applying the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. It
was proved by Sun and Wang in [SW12] that this uniqueness issue can be resolved
by considering metrics near the shrinking soliton g0 in (1.2). In other words, in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of g0, the minimizer in (1.10) is unique and depends
real-analytically on the metric. In this case, we can define a flow which can be
thought of as the gradient flow of µ and which is equivalent to (1.1) up to the action
of a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms. Following [SW12] we will call this flow
Modified Ricci flow (it is also sometimes called Soliton Ricci Flow, see for example
[Pal12a]). Furthermore, using a variant of the Ebin-Palais slice theorem one can fix
a gauge where the second variation of µ at g0 is elliptic, and then it is possible to
adapt Leon Simon’s approach to prove a  Lojasiewicz-type inequality for µ near g0. If
we now assume that g0 is a sequential limit obtained in [Ses06], then the elements of
a sequence {g(ti)} which converges to g0 will eventually lie in a neighborhood of g0
where the Modified Ricci flow can be defined, and then the proof of Theorem 1.3 will
be similar in spirit to the proof of Theorem 1.4. This will prove that in our situation
solutions of the modified Ricci flow converge to a shrinking soliton at a definite rate,
which implies Theorem 1.3 after the use of a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms as
suggested in the statement of Theorem 1.3. A final comment about the  Lojasiewicz-
Simon inequality is that the functional considered in (1.9) depends on derivatives
of order at most one on u whereas the W and µ functionals involve second order
derivatives on the metric. This difficulty was addressed in [SW12] and more recently
in [CM12] for a more general class of functionals 1.
1.2. Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce a notion of regularity
which was defined in [SW12] and that will allow us to give a precise definition of
the Modified Ricci flow at least near a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton as outlined
in Section 1.1 of this introduction. In Section 3 we state in detail the  Lojasiewicz-
Simon inequality for the µ functional and prove a stability property for solutions of
the modified Ricci flow (Lemma 3.3). This stability property is the key to reduce
1The author recently learned that a  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality has been proved for Perelman’s
λ-functional near a Ricci-flat metric on a closed manifold in [HM13] following also the approach in
[CM12]. This inequality had been proved in [Has12] near Ricci-flat metrics that satisfy an integra-
bility condition.
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the proof of Theorem 1.3 to the proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof of Theorem 1.3
will be given at the end of Section 3. Finally, in Appendix A we compute in detail
the second variation of the µ-functional at a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton which
together with a gauge-fixing lemma (Lemma A.5) will be enough to use the results
in [CM12] to give a proof of the  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality for µ alternative to the
one presented in [SW12].
1.3. Notation and conventions.
• For the rest of the paper, the metric g0 will denote a compact shrinking gra-
dient Ricci soliton satisfying (1.2).
• M(M) will denote the space of smooth metrics on M .
• S2(T ∗M) will denote the space of smooth symmetric (0, 2) tensors on M .
• We will frequently consider the linearization of functionals of the form
E :M(M)→ R,
at a given metric g ∈M(M). Given h ∈ S2(T ∗M), consider a path of metrics
gǫ for ǫ ∈ [0, 1) satisfying gǫ
∣∣
ǫ=0
= g and d
dǫ
gǫ
∣∣
ǫ=0
= h. The linearization of E
at g in the direction of h will be denoted by E
′
g(h) and is defined by
E
′
g(h) =
d
dǫ
E(gǫ)
∣∣
ǫ=0
.
1.4. Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Gang Tian for suggesting this
problem and for his constant encouragement. The author is also indebted to Song
Sun and Yuanqi Wang for explaining several technical points in their paper, to Jeff
Viaclovsky for assistance in the formulation of Lemma A.5, to Nefton Pali for explain-
ing several of his results, to Jeffrey Case for pointing out several useful references on
Perelman’s µ-functional and to Yiyan Xu for many stimulating discussions. Finally,
the author would like to thank Hans Joachim Hein, Luc Nguyen, Bing Wang, Reto
Mu¨ller, Aaron Naber, Haotian Wu and Davi Maximo for their interest and for sharing
their insights on the Ricci flow.
2. Monotonicity of the µ-functional and the modified Ricci flow
As mentioned in Section 1.1 of the introduction, we would like to use the mono-
tonicity of the W-functional together with a gradient (or  Lojasiewicz-Simon type)
inequality to prove convergence at a definite rate to a gradient Ricci soliton g0 which
was obtained as a sequential limit of a solution of (1.1). This is because we know
by the monotonicity identity (1.4) that W controls the soliton behavior of a metric
along the Ricci flow. It turns out that in this case, it is more convenient to use Perel-
man’s µ-functional defined in [Per02] instead of the W-functional. Recall that given
a metric g ∈M(M) and a number τ > 0, the µ-functional is defined by
µ(g, τ) = inf
f∈A0
{W(g, f, τ)},
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where A0 is the class of functions
A0 = {f ∈ C
∞(M) :
∫
M
dν = 1},
and dν is the measure given by dν = (4πτ)−n/2dVg. It was shown in [Per02] that this
infimum is always attained for some smooth function function f and moreover, the
minimizer satisfies the equation
τ
(
2∆f − |∇f |2 +R
)
+ (f − n) = µ(g, τ),(2.1)
(see for example [KL06, Equation 12.16]). In principle the use of the µ-functional
introduces many technical problems, for it is not clear how the minimizer depends
on the metric and therefore we cannot guarantee that we can obtain a sufficiently
regular path t → (g(t), ft) where g(t) is a solution of the Ricci flow equation and
ft is a minimizer of W, i.e., W(g(t), ft, τ) = µ(g(t), τ). For this reason we consider
the following notion of regularity introduced in [SW12]. Assume first without loss of
generality that the function f0 in (1.2) satisfies
∫
M
(4πτ)−n/2e−f0dVg0 = 1.
Definition 2.1. Let k > 1 be an integer and let γ be a number with 0 < γ < 1. A
Riemannian metric g ∈M(M) is said to be regular if there exists a Ck,γ neighborhood
U of g in M(M) with the following properties
(1) There is a unique function f˜ such that W(g˜, f˜ , τ) = µ(g˜, τ).
(2) The function f˜ described in (1) satisfies (4πτ)−n/2
∫
M
e−f˜dVg˜=1.
(3) f˜ depends real analytically on g˜.
A Ck,γ neighborhood U of g in the space M(M) satisfying (1), (2) and (3) is said to
be a regular neighborhood of g.
For the rest of this paper the parameters k and γ will be fixed. A result proved in
[SW12] is the following
Lemma 2.2 ([SW12]). A compact shrinking gradient Ricci soliton (M, g0) is regular.
The approach used in [SW12] to prove Lemma 2.2 is based on an application of
the implicit function theorem to a fourth order operator together with several elliptic
estimates and a logarithmic Sobolev inequality derived in [Rot81]. In case a metric
g is in a regular neighborhood U of g0, we use P (g) to denote the unique function
satisfying (1), (2) and (3) in Definition 2.1. It is then easy to compute the first
variation of the µ-functional at a regular metric using that W(g˜, P (g˜), τ) = µ(g˜, τ)
for all g˜ in a regular neighborhood of g. A simple computation shows that for any
h ∈ S2(T ∗M) we must have
µ
′
g(h) = −τ
∫
M
〈Ric(g) +∇2f −
1
2τ
g, h〉gdν,
where f is the function associated to g that satisfies conditions (1),(2) and (3) in
Definition 2.1 (since the parameter τ is fixed throughout the paper, we often use µ
to denote µ(·, τ)). In particular, if g0 is a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton given by
(1.2) then g0 is a critical point of µ (i.e. of the functional g → µ(g, τ)). We will use
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∇µ(g) to denote the gradient or differential of µ(·, τ) at a regular metric g which is
given explicitly by
∇µ(g) = −τ
(
Ric(g) +∇2f −
1
2τ
g
)
.(2.2)
Convention 2.3. From Lemma 2.2, given a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton g0, and
a regular neighborhood U of g0, we will assume for the rest of the paper that we have
a fixed function P : U → Ck,γg0 (M) such that the map g → P (g) satisfies conditions
(1), (2) and (3) in Definition 2.1.
Remark 2.4. The precise meaning of “real analytic dependence” in (3) in Definition
2.1 is in the sense explained in [Nir01, Section 2.7]. For example, the convention
in [Nir01] for defining real analytic maps between Banach spaces is the following:
let X, Y be real Banach spaces and let U ⊂ X be an open set. Let X¯, Y¯ be the
complexification of X and Y respectively, then a map f : U ⊂ X → Y is said to
be real analytic if f is the restriction of a holomorphic map f¯ : V ⊂ X¯ → Y¯ where
V is a neighborhood of U in X¯ . Also, f¯ : V ⊂ X → Y¯ being holomorphic means
that f¯ is differentiable at every point x ∈ V . Also if f : V ⊂ X¯ → Y¯ is continuous
then f is real analytic if and only if for every finite dimensional subspace C ⊂ X¯
and every y∗ in the dual space of Y¯ the map y∗(f) : C ∩ U → C is holomorphic. In
the same reference there is also a statement of the implicit function theorem in the
real-analytic category. See also [CM12, Sections 6].
2.1. The Modified Ricci Flow. We now consider a construction which leads to a
flow that can be thought of as the gradient flow of the µ-functional. Let U be a regular
neighborhood of g0, and let g(t) be a solution of (1.1) which exists for all time t ≥ 0
and such that g(T ) ∈ U for some T > 0. For some ǫ > 0, all the metrics g(t) with
t ∈ [T, T+ǫ] are in U , and by putting ft = P (g(t)) we haveW(g(t), ft, τ) = µ(g(t), τ).
Write any t ∈ [T, T + ǫ] as t = T + s and let ψs with s ∈ [0, ǫ] be the flow generated
by the vector field −∇fT+s (time dependent). Note that the flow is defined as long
as g(T + s) ∈ U . If we set g˜(s) = ψ∗sg(T + s) then the metric g˜(s) satisfies the system
∂sg˜(s) = −2
(
Ric(g˜(s)) +∇2f˜s −
1
2τ
g˜(s)
)
,(2.3)
g˜(0) = g(T ),(2.4)
where f˜s = ψ
∗
sfT+s and where the Hessian ∇
2f˜s in (2.3) is taken with respect to the
metric g˜(s). Note that if we apply this construction to a metric g0 satisfying (1.2),
i.e., if we take g˜(0) = g0 then {g˜(s)} exists for all s ≥ 0 and moreover g˜(s) = g0 for
all s ≥ 0. For the flow {g˜(s)} to be the gradient flow of the µ-functional, there are
two conditions that need to be verified, namely
(a) For each time s such that g˜(s) is defined, the metric g˜(s) is regular,
(b) In (2.3), f˜s is the unique function associated to g˜(t) such that conditions (1),
(2) and (3) in Definition 2.1 are satisfied.
Let φ : M → M be a C∞ diffeomorphism, then recall that the W functional is
diffeomorphism invariant in the sense that for a metric g and a smooth function f we
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have W(φ∗g, φ∗f, τ) =W(g, f, τ). In case g0 is a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton, the
metric φ∗g0 is also a shrinking soliton and therefore, φ
∗g0 is regular. In particular, if
U is a sufficiently small regular neighborhood of g0 and φ is sufficiently close to the
identity in the Ck+1,γ topology then the image of U under φ is a regular neighborhood
of φ∗g0 and in consequence, if g ∈ U and f is such thatW(g, f, τ) = µ(g, τ), then φ
∗f
is the only function described in Definition 2.1 satisfyingW(φ∗g, φ∗f, τ) = µ(φ∗g, τ) =
µ(g, τ). Using this observation together with standard existence theory for solutions
of ordinary differential equations, we see that we can guarantee (a) and (b) at least
for short time. Note that the functions f˜(s) above constructed are given by P (g˜(s))
as in Convention 2.3. The above construction motivates the following definition
Definition 2.5. A one parameter family of metrics {g˜(t)} is said to be a solution
of the Modified Ricci Flow in the interval [0, T ) (possibly with T = ∞) starting at
g, if there exists a regular neighborhood U of the shrinking Ricci soliton g0 such that
g˜(t) ∈ U for t ∈ [0, T ) and solves the equation{
∂tg˜(t) = −2
(
Ric(g˜(t)) +∇2f˜t −
1
2τ
g˜(t)
)
,
g˜(0) = g,
(2.5)
where f˜t = P (g˜(t)) as in Convention 2.3.
Let g˜(t) be a solution of the modified Ricci flow (2.5), then by using the first
variation of the µ-functional, we obtain the following monotonicity identity along the
modified Ricci flow
d
dt
µ(g˜(t), τ) = 2τ
∫
M
∣∣∣∣Ric(g˜(t)) +∇2f˜t − 12τ g˜(t)
∣∣∣∣
2
g˜(t)
dνt,
where dνt is the measure given by
dνt = (4πτ)
−n/2e−f˜tdVg˜(t).
We summarize the above remarks in the following
Lemma 2.6. Let g(t) be a solution of (1.1) which exists for all time t ≥ 0. If
‖g(0)− g0‖Ck+4,γg0
< δ for δ > 0 sufficiently small, then there exists an interval [0, T ]
with T > 0 such that there exists a solution g˜(t) of the modified Ricci flow (2.5) and
for all t ∈ [0, T ] we have ‖g˜(t)− g0‖Ck,γg0
< δ. Here by Cm,γg0 we mean that the Ho¨lder
norm is taken with respect to the metric g0.
Proof. By the results in [CK04, Chapter 3], there exists an interval [0, T ] with T > 0
such that there exists a unique solution gˆ(t) with gˆ(0) = g(0) of the Ricci-DeTurck
flow associated to the normalization (1.1) and such that ‖gˆ(t)− g0‖Ck+4,γg0
< δ for all
t ∈ [0, T ]. This is because the Ricci-DeTurck flow is a strictly parabolic quasilinear
system which can be solved locally in time by means of a fixed-point approach, and
hence the solution gˆ depends continuously on the initial data. From gˆ we obtain
a unique solution of (1.1) with g(0) prescribed, and without loss of generality we
may assume that T is such that for all t ∈ [0, T ] the solution g(t) to (1.1) satisfies
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‖g(t)− g0‖Ck+2,γg0
< δ. We may also assume that δ is small enough so that all metrics
g(t) with t ∈ [0, T ] are regular. We can then follow the construction outlined at
the beginning of this subsection to obtain a solution g˜(t) to the modified Ricci flow
(2.5) with initial condition g(0) for t ∈ [0, T ] and we may assume that T > 0 is such
that ‖g˜(t) − g0‖Ck,γg0
< δ for t ∈ [0, T ]. Note that we need to assume that the initial
metric satisfies ‖g(0)− g0‖Ck+4,γg0
< δ because in passing from the Ricci-DeTurck flow
associated to (1.1) to a solution of (1.1) there is a loss of two derivatives by the
action of a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms. Analogously, there is a loss of two
derivates when passing from (1.1) to the modified Ricci flow.

Remark 2.7. In the statement of Lemma (2.6), the uniqueness of solutions of (2.5)
is not addressed. This technical issue is the subject of the following subsection
2.2. Canonical solutions of the Modified Ricci flow. As seen in the construc-
tion motivating Definition 2.5, the existence of solutions for the modified Ricci flow
presents many technical issues. Recently, a version of this flow called Soliton Ricci
Flow has been studied in great detail in [Pal12b] and [Pal12a], but our approach is
different since it only concerns regular metrics. A basic question about the modified
Ricci flow is if we can formulate a simple long time existence criterion as the one
in [Ham82] for the Ricci flow. For this purpose it would be useful to know that the
solution of the modified Ricci flow above constructed is unique, but to prove a gen-
eral uniqueness result seems to present many technical difficulties. Instead of proving
uniqueness of solutions of the modified Ricci flow in full generality, we show that it is
always possible to define a smooth canonical solution which has a very useful exten-
sion property. Before proving our next result, we introduce the following notation: if
δ > 0 we will use Uk,γδ to denote a neighborhood of g0 of the form
Uk,γδ = {g ∈M : ‖g − g0‖Ck,γg0 (M)
< δ}.(2.6)
We will assume that δ is small enough so that Uk,γδ is a regular neighborhood of g0. We
now show that there is a canonical way of choosing smooth solutions of the modified
Ricci flow.
Lemma 2.8. Let g(t) be a solution of (1.1) which exists for all time t ≥ 0 and let
g˜(t) be a solution of (2.5) with g˜(0) = g(0) which exists for all t in the interval [0, T ]
for some T > 0 (in particular all metrics g˜(t) are regular for 0 ≤ t ≤ T ). Then for
all t ∈ [0, T ] there exists a unique function ft such that
W(g(t), ft, τ) = µ(g(t), τ)(2.7) ∫
M
(4πτ)−n/2e−ftdVg(t) = 1.(2.8)
Moreover, if g(0) is in a regular neighborhood Uk,γδ of a shrinking soliton g0 and if ψt
is the flow generated by the vector field −∇ψt for 0 ≤ t ≤ T then for some T
′
with
0 < T
′
≤ T the metric g¯(t) = −ψ∗t g(t) is a solution of (2.5) and g¯(t) ∈ U
k,γ
δ for
t ∈ [0, T
′
] and all the metrics g¯(t) are smooth.
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Remark 2.9. Note that the statement of uniqueness involving equations (2.7) and
(2.8) is very similar to the uniqueness property in Definition 2.1, however, in this case
we are not a priori assuming that g(t) is in a regular neighborhood of g0.
Proof. In order to prove the uniqueness of the functions ft, we let fˆt be any other
smooth function satisfying (2.7), (2), then we note that for every t ∈ [0, T ] there exists
a diffeomorphism φt such that φ
∗
t g˜(t) = g(t), and by the diffeomorphism invariance
of the W functional we have
W(g˜(t), (φ−1t )
∗ft, τ) = µ(g˜(t), τ) =W(g˜(t), (φ
−1
t )
∗fˆt, τ),
and since all metrics g˜(t) are regular for t ∈ [0, T ], we have (φ−1t )
∗ft = (φ
−1
t )
∗fˆt and
therefore ft = fˆt. The rest of the lemma follows easily from the proof of Lemma
2.6, since for some T
′
> 0 (in principle T
′
≤ T ) we can guarantee that all metrics
gˆ(t) = ψ∗t g(t), with t ∈ [0, T
′
] are regular. 
The solution to (2.5) obtained in Lemma 2.8 is called the Canonical Solution of the
Modified Ricci Flow. Note that the solution g¯(t) in Lemma 2.8 is smooth since the
functions f¯(t) are smooth. For this canonical solution we have the following extension
result.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose that g(t) is a solution of the Ricci flow which exists for all
time t ≥ 0 and suppose that g(0) ∈ Uk,γδ . Suppose that the canonical solution g˜(t)
of the Ricci flow with g˜(0) = g(0) is defined in [0, T ) and for all t ∈ [0, T ) we have
g˜(t) ∈ Uk,γδ . If lim suptրT ‖g˜(t)− g0‖Ck,γg0
< δ then there exists ǫ > 0 such that g˜(t) is
defined and smooth in [0, T + ǫ] and g˜(t) ∈ Uk,γδ for all t ∈ [0, T + ǫ].
Proof. We first show that g˜(t) extends to [0, T ] as a family of smooth metrics. Recall
that for t ∈ [0, T ) we can obtain g˜(t) as g˜(t) = ψ∗t g(t) where ψt is the one parameter
family of diffeomorphisms generated by the time-dependent vector fields ∇ft and ft is
the unique smooth function that satisfies (2.7) and (2.8). In particular, the functions
ft satisfy
∆g(t)ft −
1
2
|∇ft|
2 +
1
2
Rg(t) +
1
2τ
(ft − n) =
1
2τ
µ(g(t), τ),(2.9)
and since g(t) is a solution of (1.1) which is defined and smooth in [0, T ], we have
bounds of the form
sup
[0,T ]
‖∇lRmg(t)‖C0g0 ≤ C(l),
where C(l) is a positive constant. If we let Λt be the Sobolev constant of g(t) we also
have a uniform bound of the form
sup
[0,T ]
Λt ≤ Λ,
for some positive constant Λ. It follows from (2.9) and from the results in [Rot81,
Section 1] or [SW12, Lemma 3.5] that if we let Ml = sup[0,T ) ‖Rm(g(t))‖Clg0 for l ≥ 0
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an integer and ζ = sup[0,T ] µ(g(t), τ), then we have bounds of the form
sup
[0,T )
‖∇lft‖C0g0 ≤ C(Ml,Λ, ζ),
and therefore, for the flow ψt and any integer l ≥ 0 we have estimates of the form
sup
[0,T )
‖∇lψt‖C0g0 ≤ C
′
(Ml+1,Λ, ζ, T ),
which implies that g˜(t) = ψ∗t g(t) is defined for t = T since
∂tg˜(t) = −2
(
Ric(g˜(t)) +∇2f˜t −
1
2τ
g˜(t)
)
for 0 ≤ t < T,
and f˜t depends real analytically on g˜(t). From the condition
lim sup
tրT
‖g˜(t)− g0‖Ck,γg0
< δ,
it also follows that g˜(T ) ∈ Uk,γδ and hence g˜(T ) is regular so there exists a unique
function f˜T satisfying (1),(2) and (3) in Definition 2.1. From the proof of Lemma 2.6,
it follows that we can extend the canonical solution g˜(t) to some interval [0, T + ǫ]
while ensuring g˜(t) ∈ Uk,γδ for t ∈ [0, T + ǫ]. 
We close this section by pointing out that regardless of the notion of regularity
introduced above, we have the following property for the µ-functional which was
proved in [Ses06]:
Lemma 2.11 ([Ses06]). Given the assumptions in Theorem 1.3 for g(t) satisfying
(1.1), the limit lim
t→∞
µ(g(t), τ) exists and is finite for fixed τ . In particular, if the
soliton g0 is obtained as a sequential limit of (1.1) we have µ(g(t), τ) ≤ µ(g(0), τ) for
all t ≥ 0 and furthermore lim
t→∞
µ(g(t), τ) = µ(g0, τ).
Proof. See Claim 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 in [Ses06]. The proof is based on a continuity
property of µ(·, τ) and the monotonicity of theW-functional along the Ricci flow. 
3. Stability, convergence and uniqueness
In this section we prove our main theorem using a  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality
which we now state
Lemma 3.1. Let g0 satisfy (1.2), then there exists a number 0 < α < 1 and a regular
neighborhood U of g0 such that for any g ∈ U the following inequality holds
|µ(g0, τ)− µ(g, τ)|
1−α/2 ≤ C‖∇µ(g)‖L2g(M),(3.1)
where ∇µ(g) is given by (2.2), C is a positive constant (independent of g) and where
L2g(M) denotes the L
2 norm on (0, 2)-tensors given by
‖h‖2L2g(M) =
∫
M
‖h‖2g(4πτ)
−n/2e−fdVg,
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where f satisfies (1), (2), (3) in Definition 2.1 and ‖ · ‖g is the standard norm on
(0, 2) tensors induced by the metric g
Proof. See [SW12, Lemma 3.1] or Appendix A. 
Remark 3.2. Since g is in a regular neighborhood U of g0, by assuming that U is
small enough we conclude that all norms ‖ · ‖L2g(M) are equivalent, so inequality (3.1)
holds even if we replace the norm ‖ · ‖L2g(M) with the norm ‖ · ‖L2g0 (M) possibly with a
different multiplicative constant C which is uniformly bounded for metrics in U .
Recall the notation introduced in (2.6). We will assume that δ is small enough so
that Uk,γδ is a regular neighborhood of g0. For simplicity, along the modified Ricci flow
we will use L2t (M) instead of L
2
g˜(t)(M) and we will write C
k,γ
t (M) to denote C
k,γ
g˜(t)(M).
If l is a positive integer, we will write ‖ · ‖W l,2t (M)
to denote the Sobolev norm given
by
‖h‖W l,2t (M)
=
l∑
j=0
‖∇jh‖L2t (M).
The next Lemma is a standard stability inequality for solutions of gradient flow
equations which was originally derived in [Sim83]. More recently, a similar estimate
was used in [Sch11] to prove uniqueness of compact tangent flows in the mean curva-
ture flow. We include its proof for convenience.
Lemma 3.3 (Stability Inequality). Let g˜(t) be a canonical solution of the modified
Ricci flow on [t0, t1] such that g˜(t) ∈ U
k,γ
δ (a regular neighborhood of g0) with µ(g˜(t)) ≤
µ(g0) for all t ∈ [t0, t1], then there exists θ > 0 such that for any t0 ≤ τ0 ≤ τ1 ≤ t1 we
have the inequality
‖g˜(τ1)− g˜(τ0)‖Ck,γg0 (M)
≤ C(µ(g0)− µ(g˜(t0)))
θ.
Proof. For the rest of the proof C will denote a positive constant that may change
from line to line and which depends only on g0, τ , k, γ, on bounds on the curvature
tensor and the diameter along (1.1), on the parameter 0 < α < 1 in Lemma 3.1 and
the multiplicative constant in inequality (3.1). We will also indicate the dependence of
C on additional parameters that may appear, for example Sobolev constants (while
keeping the dependence on the aforementioned parameters). Let m be a positive
integer satisfying
1
2
≤
m− k − γ
n
.(3.2)
By the interpolation inequality for tensors (see for example [Ham82]), there exists
η ∈ ( 1−α
1−α/2
, 1) where α is as in the  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality in Lemma 3.1, such
that
‖∂tg˜(t)‖Wm,2t ≤ C(η,m)‖∂tg˜(t)‖
η
L2t
· ‖∂tg˜(t)‖
1−η
Wm
′
,2
t
,
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for some positive integer m
′
. Note that we have
‖∂tg˜(t)‖
1−η
Wm
′
,2
t
= 2‖Ric(g˜(t)) +∇2f(t)−
1
2τ
g˜(t)‖1−η
Wm
′
,2
t
,
but clearly, if δ > 0 is sufficiently small, then for all t ∈ [0, T ∗] we have
‖∇2f˜(t)‖
Wm
′
,2
t
≤ C1(m
′
).(3.3)
Observe that (3.3) is a consequence of the fact that the metrics g˜(t) are regular as
in Definition 2.1. On the other hand and again by the estimates in [Ham82] we also
have bounds of the form
‖Rm(g˜(t))‖
Cm
′
t
≤ C2(m
′
),(3.4)
which are diffeomorphism-invariant. We then have
‖∂tg˜(t)‖Wm,2t ≤ C(m
′
)‖∂tg˜(t)‖
η
L2t
.
Our choice of the integer m in (3.2) is such that we have
‖∂tg˜(t)‖Ck,γt
≤ C‖∂g˜(t)‖η
L2t
,(3.5)
where C is a positive constant depending on m
′
and Sobolev constants (which are
uniformly bounded in [t0, t1] since all metrics g˜(t) are in U
k,γ
δ ). Inequality (3.5) to-
gether with the  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality in 3.1 will allow us to estimate the Ck,γ
norm of the difference g˜(t)− g˜(t
′
) for t, t
′
∈ [T0, T1]. If we put
θ = −1 + η + α−
αη
2
(note that θ > 0,
then for any t ∈ (t0, t1) we have by Lemma 3.1 the differential inequality
d
dt
(µ(g(0), τ)− µ(g˜(t), τ))θ ≥ −Cθ‖∇µ‖η
L2t (M)
,
and therefore, for any τ0,τ1 with t0 ≤ τ0 ≤ τ1 ≤ t1 we obtain
‖g˜(τ1)− g˜(τ0)‖Ck,γt
≤ −(Cθ)−1
∫ τ1
τ0
d
ds
(µ(g0)− µ(g˜(s)))
θds
= (Cθ)−1
[
(µ(g0)− µ(g˜(τ0)))
θ − (µ(g0)− µ(g˜(τ1)
θ
]
≤ (Cθ)−1 (µ(g0)− µ(g˜(t0)))
θ .
Since the norms ‖ · ‖Ck,γt (M)
and ‖ · ‖Ck,γg0 (M)
are equivalent by Remark 3.2, the Lemma
follows. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3 as outlined in Section 1.1 of the introduc-
tion.
Proof Theorem 1.3. Fix a regular neighborhood Uk,γδ of g0. Recall that from the
results in [Ses06] we can consider a sequence ti with ti ր ∞ as i → ∞ such that
g(ti) → g0 in C
k+4,γ
g(ti)
, where g(t) is a solution of (1.1) which exists for all time. Fix
ǫ > 0 and let i0 be a positive integer large enough so that g(ti) ∈ U
k+4,γ
δ/8 for all
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i ≥ i0 and such that for t ≥ ti0 we have 0 ≤ µ(g0, τ) − µ(g(t), τ) ≤ ǫ (this last
condition is guaranteed by Lemma 2.11). Let T = ti0 , since g(T ) ∈ U
k+4,γ
δ/8 is regular,
we can consider the canonical solution g˜(s) of the modified Ricci flow (2.5) with
g˜(0) = g(T ). Consider an interval [0, T0] such that for all s ∈ [0, T0] the metrics g˜(s)
satisfy g˜(s) ∈ Uk,γδ/8 (see Lemma 2.6). Note that for any s ∈ [0, T0], there exists a C
∞
diffeomorphism φs : M → M such that φ∗sg˜(s) = g(T + s), and therefore by Lemma
2.11 we have
µ(g˜(s), τ) = µ(g(T + s), τ) ≤ µ(g0, τ).
In particular, we have that µ(g˜(s), τ) ≤ µ(g0, τ) for any time s such that g˜(s) is
defined, and the difference µ(g0, τ)−µ(g˜(s), τ) is nonincreasing in s. Let now T
∗ > T0
be such that the solution g˜(s) exists in [0, T ∗] and satisfies g˜(s) ∈ Uk,γδ/2 . By Lemma
3.3, for any s ∈ [T0, T ∗] we have
‖g˜(s)− g˜(T0)‖Ck,γg0
≤ C [(µ(g0, τ)− µ(g˜(s), τ)]
θ ≤ C(ǫ)θ,
so we can choose ǫ to have ‖g˜(s)− g˜(T0)‖Ck,γg0
≤ δ
4
. Let s ∈ [0, T ∗], if s ∈ [0, T0] then
‖g˜(s)− g0‖Ck,γg0
≤ δ/8 by definition of T0 and if s ∈ [T0, T ∗] we obtain
‖g˜(s)− g0‖Ck,γg0
≤ ‖g˜(s)− g˜(T0)‖Ck,γg0
+ ‖g˜(T0)− g0‖Ck,γg0
≤
δ
4
+
δ
8
=
3δ
8
.(3.6)
Since T ∗ is any number with T ∗ > T0 such that g˜(s) ∈ U
k,γ
δ/2 for s ∈ [0, T
∗], it
follows that the canonical solution of the modified Ricci flow with initial condition
g˜(0) = g(T ) exists for all s ≥ 0 and g˜(s) ∈ Uk,γδ/2 , because otherwise the number
s0 = sup{s : g˜(σ) ∈ U
k,γ
δ/2 for all σ ∈ [0, s]},
is finite and then from (3.6) we must have
lim sup
sր s0
‖g˜(s)− g0‖Ck,γg0
<
δ
2
,(3.7)
but then from Lemma 2.10, we can extend g˜(s) to an interval of the form [0, s0 + ǫ]
for some ǫ > 0 and such that g˜(s) ∈ Uk,γδ/2 for all s in [0, s0 + ǫ] which contradicts the
maximality of s0. We now know that the flow g˜(s) exists for all s ≥ 0 and therefore
for any s > 0 we have
d
ds
(µ(g0, τ)− µ(g˜(s), τ))
α−1 = C(1− α)‖∇µ(g˜(s), τ)‖2L2s(M) (µ(g0, τ)− µ(g˜(s), τ))
α−2
≥ C(1− α),
where C is the positive constant appearing in (3.1). We obtain for s > 0 the inequality
µ(g0, τ)− µ(g˜(s), τ) ≤ Cs
− 1
1−α .
From Lemma 3.3 it follows that for any s, s
′
> 0 we must have
‖g˜(s)− g˜(s
′
)‖Ck,γg0
≤ Cs−
θ
1−α ,
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where θ > 0 and from the equivalence of the norms ‖ · ‖Ck,γs and ‖ · ‖Ck,γg0
we conclude
the existence of a metric g∞ ∈ U
k,γ
δ/2 such that
‖g˜(s)− g∞‖Ck,γs ≤ Cs
− θ
1−α , s > 0.
The metric g∞ is a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton since∇µ(g∞) = 0. By construction
and as pointed out at the beginning of the proof, there exists a diffeomorphism φs
such that φ∗sg˜(s) = g(T + s) where g(t) is the solution of (1.1) (which exists for all
time by assumption) , so if for t > T we write t = T + s and φ
′
t = (φt−T )
−1 we have
‖(φ
′
)∗t g(t)− g∞‖Ck,γt
≤ C(t− T )−
θ
1−α , t→∞,
and therefore
‖g(t)− φ∗t−Tg∞‖Ck,γ
g(t)
(M) ≤ C(t− T )
− θ
1−α , t→∞,
Since ‖g(ti)− g0‖Ck,γ
g(ti)
(M) → 0 as i→∞, we conclude that
lim
i→∞
‖g0 − φ
∗
ti−T
g∞‖Ck,γ
g(ti)
(M) = 0.
It follows from the results in [Pet06, Chapter 10, Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4] that there
exists a diffeomorphism ϕ : M → M such that ϕ∗g∞ = g0 which completes the
proof. 
Appendix A. A note on the  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality for the
µ-functional
Even though a prove of the  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality (3.1) was given in [SW12],
we include this section for showing an alternative way to compute the second variation
of the µ-functional at a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton and to relate (3.1) to a more
general  Lojasiewicz-Simon inequality proved in [CM12].
A.1. Second Variation of the µ-functional. In this subsection we compute the
second variation of the µ-functional at a shrinking gradient Ricci soliton. Recall that
the metric g0 is regular, and therefore there exists a regular C
k,γ neighborhood U of g0.
For any g ∈ U let P (g) denote the function in Convention 2.3. As we will see below,
it will be necessary for us to compute the linearization P
′
g0
(h) for any h ∈ S2(T ∗M).
We introduce for this purpose the following notation used in [SW12]: let (M, g) be a
closed Riemannian manifold, let f be a smooth function on M and let ∇ denote the
covariant derivative with respect to g . We define (∇∗)f to the the dual of ∇ with
respect to the measure e−fdVg. In the same way, we define (d
∗)f to be the dual of d
with respect to the measure e−fdVg. We also define the operators
∆fg = −(∇
∗)f∇,(A.1)
∆fH = d(d
∗)f + (d∗)fd.(A.2)
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Note that the operators (A.1) (A.2) can be defined on p-forms for any integer p ≥ 0.
A simple computation shows that if ϕ is a smooth function then
∆fgϕ = ∆gϕ− 〈dϕ, df〉g.(A.3)
Using a Weitzenbo¨ck-type formula relating ∆f and ∆H on 1-forms which was shown
in [Per02] and integration by parts one can prove
Lemma A.1. If g0 satisfies (1.2) and M is compact, the least positive eigenvalue of
−∆f0g0 on functions is strictly greater than
1
2τ
. 2
Proof. See [CZ12]. 
In the case that T is either a 1-form or a symmetric (0, 2) tensor , we use δfgT to
denote −(∇∗)fT . Suppose h ∈ S2(T ∗M), then
δfgh = δgh− i∇fh,(A.4)
δfg δ
f
g = δgδgh− 2〈δgh, df〉g − 〈h,∇
2
gf〉g + 〈h, df ⊗ df〉g.(A.5)
where i∇fh denotes contraction of h with respect to the vector field ∇f . Observe
that for all metrics g in a regular neighborhood U of g0 we must have
∆gP (g)−
1
2
|∇P (g)|2 +
1
2
Rg +
1
2τ
(P (g)− n) =
1
2τ
µ(g, τ).(A.6)
From (A.6) we have
Lemma A.2. Let Φ(h) = P
′
g0(h)−
1
2
trg0(h), then Φ(h) is the unique solution of
∆g0Φ(h) +
1
2τ
Φ(h) = −
1
2
δf0g0δ
f0
g0h.
In particular, if δf0g0h = 0, we have Φ(h) ≡ 0.
Proof. Note that at g0 we have µ
′
g0(h) = 0 for all h ∈ S
2(T ∗M), therefore, after taking
linearizations in (A.6) we obtain
(
∆gP (g)−
1
2
|∇P (g)|2 +
1
2
Rg +
1
2τ
(P (g)− n)
)′
g0
(h) = 0,(A.7)
2This eigenvalue estimate is crucial in [SW12] to prove Lemma 2.2 by means of the implicit
function theorem. If M is non-compact, then the least positive eigenvalue of −∆fg is
1
2τ
if and
only if M splits off a line in which case eigenfunctions corresponding to 1
2τ
are linear functions as
explained in [HN12, Section 1.2].
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for any h ∈ S2(T ∗M). We now compute all the terms in (A.7):
(∆gP (g))
′
g0
(h) = ∆g0P
′
g0
(h)− 〈h,∇2f0〉 − 〈δg0h, df0〉+
1
2
〈dtrg0(h), df0〉,(A.8)
(
−
1
2
|∇P (g)|2
)′
g0
(h) =
1
2
〈h, df0 ⊗ df0〉 − 〈dP
′
g0
(h), df0〉,
(A.9)
1
2
R
′
g0(h) = −
1
2
∆g0trg0(h) +
1
2
δg0δg0h−
1
2
〈Ric(g0), h〉,(A.10)
(
1
2τ
(P (g)− n)
)′
g0
(h) =
1
2τ
P
′
g0(h).
(A.11)
In (A.8)-(A.11) all the inner products 〈·, ·〉 are with respect to g0. Using that g0 is a
shrinking gradient Ricci soliton we have
−
1
2
〈Ric(g0), h〉 =
1
2
〈∇2f0, h〉 −
1
4τ
trg0(h),(A.12)
so combining (A.8)-(A.11) with (A.12) and (A.3),(A.5) we obtain
∆f0
(
P
′
g0(h)−
1
2
trg0(h)
)
+
1
2τ
(
P
′
g0(h)−
1
2
trg0(h)
)
+
1
2
δfg0δ
f
g0h = 0.
as claimed. 
We now can compute the second variation of µ(g, τ) with respect to g at g0.
Lemma A.3. The second variation of µ(·, τ) at a soliton metric g0 as in (1.2) is
given by an operator L defined by
Lh = −τ
(
∆Lh− δ
∗
g0δg0h+∇
2
g0Φ(h) + Ψ(h) +
1
2τ
h
)
,
where ∆L is the Lichnerowicz laplacian on (0, 2) tensors with respect to g0 and δ
∗
g0 is
the dual of δg0 with respect to the L
2 inner product associated to dVg0. Also, Φ(h) is
as before the unique solution of
∆f0g0Φ(h) +
1
2τ
Φ(h) = −
1
2
δf0δf0h,
and Ψ(h) is given in coordinates by
Ψ(h)ij = −
1
2
gkl (∇ihjl +∇jhil −∇lhij)∇lf0.(A.13)
In particular, if δf0h = 0, it follows that Φ(h) ≡ 0.
Remark A.4. Our computation has some similarity with the results in [CZ12, The-
orem 1.1], where the second variation of the ν-functional defined by
ν(g) = inf∫
M
dν=1,τ>0
W(g, f, τ),
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is computed (here dν = (4πτ)−n/2e−f0dVg). The above cited result was first obtained
by Cao, Hamilton and Ilmanen in [HDHI04] .
Proof. The second variation of µ(·, τ) at g0 is a bilinear form S2(T ∗M)×S2(T ∗M)→
R which on tensors h1, h2 ∈ S2(T ∗M) is given by
∇2µg0(h1, h2) =
d
ds
〈∇µ(gs), h2〉s
∣∣
s=0
,
where {gs} is a path of metrics satisfying gs
∣∣
s=0
= g0 and
d
ds
gs
∣∣
s=0
= h1 and 〈·, ·〉s is
the inner product defined as ∫
M
〈·, ·〉gsdνs,
and dνs = (4πτ)
−n/2e−P (gs)dVgs. Therefore, we can identify ∇
2µg0 with the operator
Lh =
d
ds
∇µ(gs)
∣∣
s=0
.
In other words, the second variation of µ at g0 can be identified with the linearization
of ∇µ(g) at g0. We therefore have
Lh = ∇µ
′
g0
(h) = −τ
(
Ric
′
g0
(h)−
1
2τ
h+
(
∇2P
)′
g0
(h)
)
,
where (∇2P )
′
g0
(h) is the linearization of ∇2P (g) at g0 in the direction of h. It is easy
to see that (
∇2P
)′
g0
(h) = ∇2g0
(
P
′
g0
(h)
)
+Ψ(h).
where Ψ(h) is given in coordinates by (A.13). The rest of the claim follows from
Lemma A.7 and from computing explicitly the linearization of the Ricci curvature at
g0. 
Note that we have mentioned several times that if δf0g0h = 0 then Φ(h) ≡ 0. From
this observation and the results in Lemma A.3 we conclude that under the condition
δf0g0h = 0, the operator L becomes elliptic because for the second order ∇
2
g0P
′
g0(h) and
δ∗g0δh we have
∇2g0P
′
g0(h) = 0,
δ∗g0δg0h = δ
∗
g0
(i∇f0h) .
We now prove that it is always possible to fix a gauge where δf0g0h = 0 based on an
idea used in [CT94] (see also [GV11, Lemma 2.10] ). Before stating the result, we let
D(M) denote the group of C∞ diffeomorphisms of M .
Lemma A.5 (Gauge Fixing Lemma). Let f ∈ C∞ be a function and let g be a Rie-
mannian metric. There exists a Ck,γ neighborhood U of g and a Ck+1,γ neighborhood V
of the identity map in D(M) such that for all g˜ ∈ U there is a unique diffeomorphism
φg˜ :M →M such that
δfg
(
φ∗g˜g˜ − g
)
= 0.
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Moreover, the map U → V given by g → φg˜ is smooth and we have the estimate
‖φ∗g˜g˜ − g‖Ck,γ ≤ C‖g˜ − g‖Ck,γ .(A.14)
Proof. Let Π : Ck,γ(M)→ Ck,γ(TM) denote the orthogonal projection onto the space
of Killing fields for the metric g with respect to the inner product∫
M
〈·, ·〉ge
−fdVg.(A.15)
Let X be a Ck,γ vector field and let φX,1 be the flow generated by X at time 1. We
consider the nonlinear map N : Ck(TM)× Ck(M(M))→ Ck(TM) given by
N (X, g˜) = δfg (φ
∗
X,1g˜ − g) + Π(X).
Note that N (0, g) = 0 and the differential of N with respect to X in the direction of
Y ∈ Ck,γ(TM) at (0, g) is given by
dN(0,g)(Y, η) =
d
dt
[
δfg
(
φ∗tY,1g − g
)
+Π(tY )
] ∣∣
t=0
= δfgLY g +Π(Y ),
where LY g is the Lie derivative operator with respect to g. The L2 adjoint of dN(0,g,0)
with respect to the inner product (A.15) is given by(
dN(0,g)
)∗
(Z) = δfgLZ#g +Π(Z
#),
where Z# is the vector field dual to the 1-form Z with respect to the metric g. Since
Π(Z#) is a Killing field, it follows using integration by parts that elements in the
kernel of
(
dN(0,g)
)∗
satisfy
δfgLZ#g = 0,(A.16)
Π(Z#) = 0.(A.17)
Using integration by parts once more we see that equation (A.16) implies that Z#
is a Killing field, but then equation (A.17) shows that Z# is identically zero so we
conclude that the map dN(0,g) is surjective. By the inverse function theorem, for g˜
sufficiently close to g in Ck,γ(S2T ∗M), we can find X such that N (X, g˜) = 0 which
implies that
δfg
(
φ∗X,1g˜ − g
)
= −Π(X),
but since Π(X) is a Killing field, we can argue as above to conclude that
δfg
(
φ∗X,1g˜ − g
)
= 0,
Π(X) = 0.
The estimate (A.14) follows easily from the inverse function theorem.

Consider now the space S2∗ ⊂ S
2 given by
S2∗ = {h ∈ S
2(T ∗M) : δf0g0h = 0}.
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Recall that we can identify the tangent space Tg0M(M) with S
2(T ∗M). Lemma A.5
implies that there exists a small Ck,γ neighborhood U of 0 in Tg0M(M) such that we
can define a diffeomorphism Eg0 : S
2
∗ ∩ U → V where V is a regular neighborhood of
g0. Instead of writing the map Eg0 we write its inverse E
−1
g0 : U → Tg0M∩ S
2
∗ which
is given by
E−1g0 (g) = φ
∗
gg − g0,
where φg is the diffeomorphism obtained in Lemma A.5. A simple computation shows
that the differential of Eg0 at 0 ∈ Tg0M is the identity map. Also, it is not difficult to
prove that Eg0 is a real analytic map. We now introduce a functional G : S
2
∗ ∩U → R
given by
G(h) = µ(Eg0(h), τ).
We can now apply the results in [CM12, Section 6] to prove the following
Lemma A.6. There exists 0 < α < 1 such that
|G(h)−G(0)|1−
α
2 ≤ C‖∇G(h)‖L2h(M),
for all h ∈ S2∗ ∩ U if U is a sufficiently small C
k+1,γ neighborhood of 0 in Tg0M(M).
Here L2h(M) is the weighted L
2 space given by the measure e−fhdVEg0 (h) and fh is the
unique function satisfying G(h) = µ(Eg0(h), τ) =W(Eg0(h), fh, τ).
As shown also in [CM12, Section 6], Lemma 3.1 is a corollary of Lemma A.6.
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